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Abstract—This paper examines what current learning systems offer towards the idea of a multi-dimensional learning system. It will show the requirements for a multi-dimensional learning system and that no current system is able to meet them. Therefore a new model is proposed that is not only capable of fulfilling the requirements for cultural diversity but also of satisfying the rising demand for personalization that has been rising in the course of the last twenty years. This new model will enable systems, which bring the personalization of e-learning to the next level.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The demand for life-long learning is increasing in importance in this fast paced world [35]. Learners have to gain more knowledge in less time. Employees are being required to continue learning as part of their everyday work life in order to stay with the fast changing business environment.

Due to the phenomenon of “academic inflation” as called by Sir Ken Robinson the importance of academic degrees is rising, because “you need an MA where the previous job required a BA, and now you need a PhD for the other” [36], so there is a higher demand for academic degrees.

These conditions, together with factors such as spatial distance between learner and provider and need for asynchronous education have lead to the position that e-learning has reached today. E-learning has also become quite ubiquitous throughout the learning environment, starting at elementary through high school up to higher education. Even international enterprises rely on interactive material, online classes and video tutorials.

Besides the higher need for e-learning, the beneficiaries of e-learning have changed [35]. In the past the typical learners that used the first forms of e-learning, e.g., Computer-Based-Training or Web-Based-Training, were homogeneous groups: A group of employees of the same company or the same industry/ a group of students within the same class or school, but this fact has changed.

Everybody wants to enjoy liberties and evolve on their own terms. Traditional e-learning was not targeted for those developments and is not able to cater to an individual. Beneficiaries of e-learning have become much more individual and diverse. Individuality has become a great factor in society and the demand for it has been rising during the last twenty years [27]. Most learning systems are targeted towards either a single anonymous learner or a clustered group of learners (one-size-fits-all approach).

In addition, diversity has changed over the last years. Most corporations have not only sites in different countries, but also diversification in almost every cultural, national and religious background [35].

Universities have more international students then ever, up to 74%1. In the United States the increase of international students in general went up 5% in 2010/20112. These numbers are only representing active students on campus.

For example the number of international students only from China went up 28% in 2011 [6]. Enrollment in e-learning is creating a new impact on diversity within higher education.

In general e-learning beneficiaries are become more individual, more multi-cultural, and more diverse. So it becomes more clear that the traditional one-size-fits-all method of the traditional e-learning is not a suitable approach.

II. PROBLEM

The strongest influences on the learners’ success are his learner preferences, interests and emotions, in other words his personal characteristics towards learning.

A lecturer can easily spot the mental state of his students empathically and react on it by explaining terms specifically for some students or choosing a different example, or even just repeat some content. But it is impossible for the lecturer to target each and every student individually, because he simply does not have the time or the resources.

Digital material has been used to support the learning process for quite some time now [7]. However, the existing systems are mostly using low interaction with the learner. Newly developed features and technologies available today are rarely used to max out the potential of these new technologies.

Most popular Learning Management Systems (LMS), like Moodle3 and OLAT4 have been developed for homogenous target groups with unattributed learners. They pose as a combination of web pages and document management systems but completely lack the possibility to cater to any special need a learner might have [21]. Every single learner in the same class is served the same content

1 http://www.thecompleteuniversityguide.co.uk/international/international-students-the-facts/by-university
3 http://www.moodle.org/
4 http://www.olat.org/
despite their personality, their preexisting knowledge, or their cultural background: the classic “one size fits all” approach.

Bloom [4] showed that a one-on-one tutoring is the most effective way to teach students. Since the demand for academic degrees have increased dramatically, it is not feasible to get a tutor for every student. A computer could never replace a human tutor, but a personalized system could still lead to better learning results than a traditional one.

The traditional approach of only providing learning material, lacks of the most important advantage any computer-based system brings: computing power. The one advantage computers have is their ability to compute much faster than humans. So adapting learning content automatically to the learners needs would be an easy task, if there were a model that would provide rules how to adept what content to what learner.

III. PRESENT APPROACHES

In this section some of the approaches that target to create more meaningful learner profiles and better adapting systems are examined. Most of these systems only embrace one or two factors or they are not using the factors in a deep enough manner. The examined systems are grouped by their activity in the field of adaptivity, personalization, and cultural awareness.

A. Adaptivity

The term “adaptivity” has a wide range of meanings. In the context of this paper adaptivity is understood as the alignment of learner objects to the learners mental state as well as his actions. The result of the adaptation process will be seen as personalization.

A first level of adaptation can be reached by using a recommender system [38] to select valid learning items for the learner. Recommender systems can be used in three different approaches. The collaborative approach [38] compares the behavior of similar learners and which items the use, the content-based [38] approach examines the characteristics of the items a learner used in the past. The third approach is the hybrid approach [25], which is a combination of the aforementioned.

A problem that has to be faced is that all recommender systems suffer from the “cold start problem” which means that the system needs a certain amount of information about the learner’s and items in order to work properly.

A second way of adaptation is changing of navigation according to the learner’s actions like ELM-ART [46] or InterBook [2]. The constraint here besides the “cold start problem” is the limited knowledge about the learner. The system can react on the learner’s decisions, but the learner has to fail in order for the system to adept.

Another way of adaption is the actual manipulation of content in any form. The system [5] is suggesting actually replaces pictures within the content accordingly to the learners cultural background.

B. Personalization

First tests are created in order to determine a general group or cluster a learner fits into, in order to cater to the needs of his group. The learner type test by [37] e.g. measures the learners stamping of eight categories and tries to decide which instructional model fits best.

The downside of this proceeding is that learners can have the same values in all six categories but be completely different in other characteristics that are not tested.

C. Cultural Awareness

The cultural background of a student is mostly underestimated although it is marked as very important for the learning process [39]. Very few LMS embrace the cultural background of learners. Blanchard et al. [5] are using the cultural background of learners within their system, but only define the cultural background by the learners’ nationality. Simply the nationality of the learner is not sufficient any more. People have more intercultural influences, travel more and move across the entire world, so there has to be a new measurement.

IV. REQUIREMENTS FOR A COMBINED MODEL

As the previous chapter shows there are already a lot of approaches for adaptive systems. This chapter will show requirements for a merged system thereby examining if the already existing approaches can be combined.

In order to build an efficient adaptive multi-dimensional model, there are three basic questions that need to be answered [44]:

1. What will be adapted?
2. To who will be adapted?
3. How will be adapted?

Therefore [44] describes a model as a combination of three parts that can be seen in figure 1: The domain model (what), the learner model (who), and the instructional model (how). The requirements of these three parts are described in more detail within this section.

A fourth part would be the presentation part, which answers the question how the results will be displayed. The presentation part will not be part of this examination.

A. Requirements for a learner model

In order to provide the optimal basis for adaptation, the learner model has to have a learner profile as accurate as possible. Thus besides the history of the learners’ actions, the model needs to record a set of personality traits.

Since it is very important for learners to interact with other learners while learning [45], [9], the system has to perceive the learner as a social being and thus be able to discover the learners’ social interactions. For a cultural aware adaptation the learner model needs to assess the cultural background instead of the nationality of the learner. In addition the learner model has to be able to
detect long-term and short-term changes within the learners characteristics.

B. Requirements for a domain model

For the instructional model, which is described in the next section, to work properly, the domain model should hold the learning objects (content) in a structured manner. Besides the learning objects that have been created by lecturers it has to contain learning objects created or imported by learners. The importing process should not be limited to certain file types but should be as ubiquitous as possible. In order to have a rich domain model it has to be easy for the learner to import and enrich the content. If a learner adds content, the created learning object has to be tagged with the learners’ profile.

The learning objects have to be as fragmental as possible. The smaller the learning objects are defined the more fine grained the content can be adapted to the learners needs.

As a very important point the relationships between the learning objects have to be stored in a structured manner as well. The correlations like exclusive, inclusive, or parallel have to be clearly defined.

C. Requirements for an instructional model

The target of the instructional model is not to accomplish the most adaptation, it is more important to accomplish meaningful adaptation.

In order to reach an optimal adaptation the following adaptation concepts should be supported:

- Adaptive Course Delivery enables the model to suggest or select distinctive learning objects or series of learning objects according to the learners’ profile. This helps the learner to learn especially towards a previous defined learning target.
- Content Discovery and Assembly facilitates the model to connect to various sources of learning content and discover available learning objects and thus assemble learning objects tailored to the learners needs.
- Adaptive Collaboration Support empowers the model to see the learner not as a single person but as a part of a virtual learning community. It can suggest learning group formations, tutoring relationships between learners or act as an agent to contact a lecturer. It can even act as a rapid alert system for learners that are about to give up.
- Other functionalities are not considered yet at all within the examined systems. The possibility for learners to import not just content from other learning systems in a standard format, but import every content from tools they use every day anyway like YouTube⁵ or Twitter⁶ are not given yet. Also tagging the imported content anonymously, using the learner’s characteristics, could improve the content eminently. This tagging could by used by the instructional model to find learning objects for a learner that has similar characteristics than the learner that added the content.

In addition the social behavior within a learning system should be picked up for offering the learner contacts to other learners, forming learning groups or offering tutoring help from other learners or lecturers.

A pooling of the examined approaches cannot achieve the desired outcome, caused by the lack of interfaces to the internal factors. All adaptive systems work with internal factors that influence each other; a pooled system would lack the possibility of one factor of one system influencing a factor from another system directly as depicted in figure 2. So for example a correlation between a factor within the cultural background of the learner and a factor within learners’ behavior could not be detected since there is no direct connection.

In order to provide this ability of mutual interaction and the chance to evaluate correlations between factors, an integrated system based on a multi-dimensional model is needed. The different dimensions are described in more detail in the following sections.

A. Learner model

The learner model has to contain mechanisms for understanding what the student does, how he thinks and what he feels. This can be described by learner character-

Various functions can already be delivered by existing approaches as mentioned above; others could be improved or added. The measurement of the cultural background for example is not widely spread and could be an immense improvement for adaptive systems. The assessment of more detailed personality characteristics could lead to a better-personalized content.

Figure 2. Example of mutual impact of factors of the learner model
itics that were gathered from previous held assessments and from logging and tracking the learner within the system. Shute and Towle [42] noted that the validity and reliability of the assessment are crucial for a sound learner model.

The more detailed and more tailored to the needs the learner profile, the more accurate the content can be adapted to the learners needs [32].

In order to get the most detailed learner profile possible, the assessed characteristics are grouped into four different dimensions, as illustrated in figure 3, that cater to different parts of the learner model:

1) Cultural dimension

There are numerous indications that the cultural background of a learner is massively influencing his learning attitude and his previous knowledge [39]. His learning success, preferences, interests and emotions are also being affected. Vygotski [45] even said that it is “a part of each person’s nature”.

By including this cultural background, the right examples and analogies can be selected to illustrate circumstances within the content. It can also help to create a better matching curriculum according to his needs. Also for the system to under stand the learners social interaction, the assessment of the cultural background is crucial.

There are several approaches available to measure cultural influences: [41], [29], [19], [8] with Hofstedes model [23] being the most popular.

Factors to describe the cultural dimension could include:
- Power Distance Indicator (PDI) [23]
- Individualism (IDV) [23]
- Uncertainty avoidance Index (UAI) [23]
- Masculinity (MAS) [23]
- Long term orientation (LTO) [20]
- Indulgence [20]

2) Personality dimension

Cultural background is not as accurate an indicator of learner behavior as the learner’s personality. Theoretically, the learner’s personality could differ considerably from that of his cultural peers. The social behavior and interaction preferences are also something that is included within the learner’s personality.

The learner’s personal preferences, learning preferences and characteristics could be assessed up by a personality test for instance: Meyer-Briggs [34], DISG [31], Big Five [14], or “Multiple Intelligences” [11].

Additional some factors independent from the personality test can be assessed:
- Working memory capacity [13]
- Intelligence [26]
- Learning style [16]
- Learning goals or goal orientation [26]

3) Attitude dimension

Repeating learning content that the learner already knows, can demotivate and frustrate the learner [15], [10]. So there has to be a possibility to assess what content the learner already mastered and remove it from online classes.

4) Behavior dimension

In addition to the rules of the aforementioned adaptive e-learning systems, in order to adapt to the learner’s performance, the system could pick up on general learner behavior – behavior like frequency of computer usage and session length.

The model does not only encapsulate general information about the learner, but can also be based on a detailed tracking and logging of the learner’s behavior within the system. This tracking information can be used to detect changes within his behavior and inform a supervisor in certain cases.

- The degree of self-regulated learning [1]
- Reaction to Bonus / Badges
- Need for help or feedback [25]
- Number of Logins
- Need for Control [28], [43]
- Number of tries per task [22]
- Received grades [22]
- Exercises already made [22]

B. Domain model

The domain model contains the content or knowledge that is to be taught, as well as the relationships between the content elements. These elements could be created by a lecturer, a fellow learner or could even be imported from common data sources e.g. YouTube. Besides the relationships between the elements like hierarchies, some of the content can exist in pre-rendered variations in order to work faster with variations that are used often.

Elements should be stored in a well-established format (i.e. IMS in order to be able to import and export content.

The learning objects contain tags that can be set manually or can be automatically derived from the learner profiles in order to show which learners have been using what variation of learning objects. According to the learn-
ers profile and the tags of the learning object, a version of the learning object is produced for the learner.

The elements can be used to select what instructional model would fit best to present it.

C. Instructional model

The instructional model contains the entire instructional strategy. Paramythis et al. [30] also call this model the adaptation model that defines what can be adapted, and when and how it is to be adapted.

It contains all rules for adaptation, generating content variants and reacting on the learner behavior. It also contains all available educational methodology in order to adapt content not only on means of the learner but also towards an educational strategy. Thus it is possible to determine what methodology the learner should follow.

The proposed instructional model will include several algorithms and models itself in order to deliver the best content variation.

One component will be a recommender system that consists of two parts:

The collaborative part can make use of extensive learner profiles to analyze similarities between learners and personalize learning content based on all learner model factors. The personalization can be effected right from the beginning, since a basic learner profile already exists. An additional rating system that allows the learner to rate content by his learning satisfaction or understanding with it, can also make use all four factors.

The content-based part of the system is able to obtain automatically a first rating of the person that included or created that content. The content procures the learners value from all four dimensions automatically. Over and above that, it is possible to have an automatic rating system that semantically rates the content by specified properties.

The main adapting engine could contain one form of artificial intelligence: Partial Least Squares (PLS), Neural Networks, Fuzzy Logic or Data Mining.

VI. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK

The proposed model integrates very detailed information about the learner, his way of thinking and learning, his cultural background, his learning attitude and his behavior. It captures everything from a broad picture like the culture of a learner down to the narrow behavior he might show only temporarily. It is offering a part to store learning content in different variations. Most importantly it provides a method to select, discover, compose and adapt the content respecting all factors that are assessed within the learners profile and the relationships between them.

The learner profile is highly complex and every factor is able to affect all other factors in order to achieve a most realistic representation of the learner. The learner is able to overrule the decisions of the model at all times and thus correct and refine the models decisions. These interventions cannot only be made by the learner himself, his tutor can also engage and change the course of the learner.

Since “the mechanism of individual developmental change is rooted in society and culture.” [45] and following Siemens’ Connectivism [40], there has to be a community notion within the model.

The next step within research will be to examine all dimensions in more detail and evaluate the model.

Of course, there are a large number of critical issues that need to be taken into account.

Cultural issues include a learner behaving in a manner, which is incompatible with his cultural background. Some content from cultures could be seen as offensive in other cultural backgrounds.

The model also depends on a certain performance. Due to the vast amount of influencing factors, the complexity of the model can increase dramatically. This complexity can render an implemented system impossible to work.

Social issues include the learner being excluded from learning groups due to his profile. E-bullying could be an issue the learner has to be protected from. Another issue is that the learner should not be feeling repressed by the system. Thus there always has to be a possibility to change the proposal of the system and choose a different content. For the community part of the system, it is important to limit the information within learner profiles.

In future research it is to examine what dependencies exactly occur with which learners in what cultural environments. It is estimated that the proposed multi-dimensional model will proof to enhance the support of learners considerable.
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